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Version: Revision 1.Solution We have that the distance of the reflection of from is while the distance of from is. Given the fact that the distance between and is, we obtain that. In turn, for any positive real number we have because is an increasing function. Therefore, we can conclude that. The solution to the previous question in terms of the R-T distance is as
follows: If and in, with and strictly positive numbers, and so that and then. Solution: Proving that . Subtracting (2) from (1) we obtain. Now, if and only if there is a real number with such that if and only if there is a real number with such that if and only if This proves that and since by definition we have that if and only if and hence if and only if We have proved

that given any strictly positive real numbers and in we have that if and only if if and only if if and only if if and only if if and only if if and only if if and only if. See also Proof method Proof by contradiction Mathematical proof Mathematical logic Philosophy of mathematics Mathematical proof in geometry Mathematics for exponents Proof concept Proof by hand
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